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del ~ue~o is but a day's sailing from Iceland. And yet such, 
as I mtunated on a former evening, is the line taken up by 
l\1r Granville Penn, in dealing with the difficulties of the 
Kirkdale Cave, so remarkable for its accumulations of gnawed 
bones of the Pleistocene ages,-especially for its bones of hy
renas, tigers, bears, wolves, rhinoceroses, and elephants. The 
cave occurs in the moorlands of Yorkshire, in a limestone rock 
of ~hat Oolitic division to which the Oxford Clay and the 
Coral R'Lg belong, and contains corals and shells that hacl 
passed into extinction long even ere the Tertiary period be
gan; while in the cave itself, mixed with bones of the ex
tinct mammals of the geologic age in immediate advance of the 
present one, there have been found the contemporaty remains 
of animals that still live in onr fields and woods, such as the 
hare, the rabbit, the weasel, and the water--rat. And we find 
:Mr Penn assigning both the Oolitic rock, in which the cave 
is hollowed, and the mammalian remains of the cave itself, 
equally to the period of the Deluge. The limestone existed 
at that time, it would seem, as a soft calcareous paste, into 
which the animal remains, floated northwards from intertro
pical regions on the waters of the Flood, were precipitated 
in vast quantities, and sank, and then, fermenting under the 
putrefactive influences, the gas which they formed blew up 
the yielding lime and mud around them into a long narrow 
cave, just as a glass-blower blows up a bottle, or as a little 
Yeast blows up into similar but greatly smaller cavities, a bit 
of leaven. And the stalactites and stalagmites which encrust 
the Kirkdale Cave are, Mr Penn holds, simply the last l'un

nings of the lime that exuded after the general mass had be
gun to set. Certainly any one disposed to take such liberties 
with the Bible on the one hand, and with geologic science on 
the other as those taken in the given instances by this most 
formidabie of the anti-geologists, could have but little dit 
ficulty in making either Scripture as geological, or geology as 
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